Abstract. In a large class of groups, we construct a function which has a unique invariant mean, but which is not Riemann-measurable.
1. Introduction and notations. Let G be a compact group. For/ G L°° = L°°(G) and a G G, let/, G L°° be given by/0(x) = fiax) for x G G. An invariant mean on L°° is a positive linear functional m such that m(l) = 1 and m(fa) = m(f) for / G F00, a G G. The normalized Haar measure X defines an invariant mean. We say/ G L°° has a unique invariant mean if, for each invariant mean m, m(f) = f fdX. A sufficient condition for / to have a unique invariant mean is the following:
(1) For all e > 0, there exist ax, . . . , a" in G with ||(l/n)2"_,/^ -f f dX\\ < e.
If G is amenable as discrete, for example Abelian, it is known that this condition is also necessary.
It is clear that each continuous function has a unique invariant mean. An / G L°° will be said to be Riemann-measurable if it is (the class of) a function whose set of points of discontinuity is negligible. This is the same as saying that for all e > 0, there exist continuous functions g, < / < g2 with /(g2 -g,) dX < £. Then / has a unique invariant mean. In fact, for each invariant mean m, we have / gxdX < m(f) < / g2dX and both / g, dX and / g2 dX differ from / / dX by less than £.
It is not hard to use (1) to construct in many groups functions / which are not Riemann-measurable and have a unique invariant mean. A natural question, raised by L. A. Rubel and A. L. Shields [1, p. 39] , is: Suppose for each continuous g, the function fg has a unique invariant mean. Does it follow that/is Riemann-measurable? We are going to give a negative answer to this question in a large class of groups.
2. Construction. The Haar measure of a measurable set A c G will be denoted by \A\. IfA,Bc G, let AB = {ab: a G A, b G B).
Theorem. Suppose G satisfies the following condition: (2) G is metrizable and there exist a sequence (Sn) of measurable sets whose diameters go to zero and a sequence of finite sets (Pn) of G such that Sx = G, and such that, for n > I, the sets aSn + xfor a G Pn+xform a partition of S", and such that Qn = P2 ■ ■ ■ P" is a finite subgroup of G.
Then there exists a function f: G-> {0, 1}, which is not Riemann-measurable, but such that fh has a unique invariant mean whenever h is Riemann-measurable.
In fact, by an obvious argument, it would be enough to suppose that G has a quotient which satisfies (2) . It is also not hard to see that (2) We shall construct by induction a sequence Xk of subsets of G, and an increasing sequence of integers nk such that the following conditions hold:
(Ak) There exists A <z Q^ such that Xk = AS^.
(Bk) For each a G Qk, \Xk n aSk\ > |SJ, \(G \ Xk) n aSk\ > |SJ.
(Ck)\XkAXk_x\ < 2-k~2\SntJiik > 2.
(Dk) Vr < kVa G Qr, 26ea Xxtnasr(bx) -constant.
Before we proceed to the construction, let us show why it implies the result. From the conditions (Ck), it follows that there exists a measurable set X c G with \XAXk\ < S \X£Xl+l\ < |SJ 2 2-'-3 <I|SJ. Xas (bx)fibx) = constant and hence from (1) the function Xasf ^ias a unique invariant mean. Now, each continuous function g can be uniformly approximated by a function of the type 2aeß, <xaXas f°r P lar8e; hence fg has a unique invariant mean. Now, if A is Riemann-measurable, for each £ > 0 there exist continuous functions gx, g2 with gx < h < g2, f(g2 -gx) dX < £, and hence, for each invariant mean m, J fgx dX < m(fh) < J fg2 dX where / f(g2 -gx) dX < e, which shows that fh has a unique invariant mean.
We start the construction by picking a G P2, and setting nx = 2, Xx = aSn . Then (Ax), (Bx), (Dx) are satisfied and (Cx) is empty. Now suppose the construction of Xk has been done, such that the conditions (Ak) to (Dk) are satisfied. Enumerate Qk+X as (aq)x<q<l where / = card Qk+l. The construction of Xk+X will be done in 2/ steps. We are going to construct forp < 2/ sets Yp of G and increasing integers ny, with Yx = Xk, m, = nk, such that the following conditions hold.
(Ep) There exist B c ß^ such that yp = 55^.
(Fp) If p = 2q, then \Yp n aqSk+x\ > |5^|. If p = 2q -1 then |(G \ F") n V^+il > i v (G,) |F,Ar,_,| < 2-'-2-*|S^J dp > 2.
(Hp) Vr <k,Vae Qr, 2*6flv Xr,nosr(**) = constant.
Before we perform the construction, let us show that Xk+X = Y2l satisfies (Ak+X) to (Dk+X) if we take nk+x = m2l. First, (Ak+X) is nothing else than (F2/). Second, (Dk+X) is the union of (772/) and the following (which is clearly true)
Xrllnask+,(bx) = constant.
From the conditions (Gp) we get that \XkAXk+x\ = \YxAY2l\ < 2 \YpAYp_x\ < 2 2-2-*|SmJ < 2~*-3|S,J p-2 r>2
and this is (Ck+X). By the same argument we have \YpAXk+x\ <2-\S"hi\ for all p. Now if a G Qk+ " let q such that a = aq. From (F2<7) we get l** + i n *S*+1| >\Y2qo aqSk+x\ -¡Y^AX^.l >{-\SmJ and hence from (Ak+X), \Xk+x n aSk+x\ > \S^ \. We get similarly \(G \ Xk+l) n a^k+i\ ^ \Snk+l\ °y considering 2o -1 instead of 2q. Suppose now that (for example, the case 2q -1 being similar) Y2q and m^ have been constructed satisfying (E2q) to (77^). If \(G \ F2i) n aq+iSk+x\ > 0 then this measure is greater than \Smi | and it is enough to take F29+1 = Y2q, m2q+x = m^. If not, let m2q+i be an integer such that (3)22«+4+*cardß,|Sm2J<|SmJ. Since I^AF^I <j\Smj it follows from (Bk) that \(G \ Y^) n vSk\ > 0 for v G Qk. Take for v the unique element in Qk such that vSk D ctq+xSk+x, i.e. such that aq+x = tw for a certain w G F¿+,.
Set ß' = F,+2F,+3 • • • Fm2s, ß" = Pmiq+1Pm^2 ■ ■ ■ Pm^ and S = S^, 5' = Sm2 +|. Since |(G \ F29) n «SJ > 0, it follows from (F2<?) that there exist w' G Pk+X and x G ß' with dw'jcS n Y2q = <Z>. Since we have assumed aq+xSk+x c F^, we have vwxS c F2?. Now let v be any fixed element of Q". We have ow'xyS" n Y2q = 0, üwxy5' c F^. Each element m G ß = ßmj +i can be written in a unique way, uxu2u3u4, where ux G Qk, u2 G Ffc+1, u3 G ß', /t4 G Q". Let Fbe the bijection of ß which lets w be fixed if u2 G {w, w'} ox u3 =£ x or uA^ y and which exchanges uxw'xy and Mjvwçy for each ut.
From (E2q) we have Y^ = BS for 2? c ßm2 and hence Y^ = CS' where C = 5ß". Define Y2q+X = T(C)S'. It is obvious that (E2q+X) is satisfied. Since T moves at most 2cardßÄ. points of Q, we have I^A^Vil < 2cardßt|S'| < 2~2«-3-*|S| from condition (3); that is, (G2q+X) holds and (F2q+X) follows from the fact that, since vw'xyS' n F2, = 0, we have vwxyS' n Y2q+X = 0 and vw = aî+1.
To complete the proof, it remains to show that (H2q+X) holds. Fix r < k and a G Qr, and define «(■*) = 2 Xy^.n-s^**) " 2 X,s>r>asr{.bx).
ÍST(C)
We have Sr = AS", where R = Pr+xPr+2 • • • P«, +i, so where the summation is taken over 6 G ß^, í G F(C), t' G Ä. We can write in a unique way x = è'z*', where
Since ß^ is a group, we have «(•*) = 2 X,s'na,sibzx') where the summation is taken over b G ßv f G F(C), t' G 7Í. We have X,s'n<us(bzx') = l <*> t = at' = bz.
Since F is a bijection, and T~x = F, we have Xtsnaisíbzx') = Xno-s'nTXaosWkO*')-It is clear that T(at') = aT'(t') where F' is a bijection of R. It is also easy to see that T(bz) = T"(b)z' where F" is a bijection of ß", and z' G Ä' is independent of 6. So we have <*(x) = 2 X,.s'rws'(6z'*') where the summation is taken over t G C, /' G R, b G ß" so «(*)= 2 X*sn^(&'*') -2 Xy2,n"s,(fo'0-6eß" *seÎ
6C
From (772?) it follows that this quantity does not depend on z'x', hence of x, which proves (H2q+X) and concludes the proof.
